Taking back our freedom—-one real dollar at a time
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An economy functions properly when goods and services are traded and all parties receive value from the exchange. An economy will ultimately fail when goods and services are commonly traded in a manner where one party receives no value from the transaction. The medium of exchange traditionally used in America as payment for goods and services is the Federal Reserve Accounting Unit Denomination (FRAUD*). Those who provide goods or services receive FRAUDs in exchange for their items of substance. The FRAUD itself has no value being merely pieces of paper with numbers printed on them. The widespread use of FRAUDs, therefore, represents a system of horribly one-sided exchanges: Goods or services (things of value and substance) are exchanged for pieces of paper that have no value. Those holding the paper FRAUDs after exchanging a good or service to get them have received nothing for something. But, what if they, instead, held silver coins or pieces of paper that can be traded for silver coins? Wouldn't that indicate a properly functioning economy because all parties received value from the exchange?